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Names and concepts like Islamists, fundamentalist Muslims, 

radical Muslims and Muslim terrorists are in contemporary 

Denmark and Europe used indiscriminately and often 

synonymously with unspecified contents. Assuming that the 

scientific community’s distinguished role is to equip electives 

with knowledge and insights that will enable them to address 

compelling social issues, it is nevertheless striking how little 

empirical knowledge is available on the forums and networks where Islamism is the cognitive and 

ideological common denominator for the creation of a world view that is hostile to the principles of 

peaceful coexistence. 

Quite astonishing, when considering that Islamism is designated as the primary enemy of the 

democratic world, the omnipresent threat, and when, at the time of writing, at least two major wars 

are being fought against Islamism (in Afghanistan and Iraq). A vast number of billions drained from 

the Western state funds are being invested in national and international security.  

 

The aim of this project is to provide empirical knowledge about factors that characterise the 

processes of radicalisation among young Muslims, e.g. from faith to politics, from religion to 

ideology, from civic society to the enemy.  

 

The project's key empirical questions to be answered are: 

1. Which processes characterise the movement from "normal", cultural or religious Muslims to 

radical Islamists, mainly from the group of young Danes with an immigrant background from third 

countries?  

2. What motivates this process?  

3. How can we identify radical Muslims? 

 

The study will seek to examine Islamism as a sociological process. This includes the use of 

sociological methods to answer the above key issues. The project is characterised by being oriented 

towards policy reforms in its design and purpose; at the same time it follows the ambition to 

contribute to the development of an empirically supported theory on Islamism. (The latter theory 

development goals will be followed in later phases, in cooperation with its other national and 

international partners and is thus not part of this study which confines itself to the clarification of 

the above-mentioned empirical questions.) 
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The contract about conducting the ”survey” about “Islamic Radicalisation among Muslims in 

Denmark – A Policy-oriented Empirical Study” has been signed directly between Aarhus University 

(CIR) and Catinét. It will be composed by Marco Goli and Shahamak Rezaei. A nation-wide survey 

will be carried out, including interviews with 1,200 respondents in Denmark. 

 


